Magazine Launch to 6 Editions
The Daily Item published a quarterly Inside
Pennsylvania magazine. In 2020 we were
adding 2 magazines to make it a bi-monthly
publication.
We wanted to create a new approach and
enthusiasm to selling a magazine (many of our
sales reps were selling the magazine like they
did their newspaper advertising).
Management never knew from quarter to
quarter if we were going to hit our quota
because they were selling it as a one time deal
and then have to go back and resell it again
each quarter.
We wanted to separate the magazine from
newsprint and show the value and quality of
this publication.
We had a folder created to house all of the
sales materials and information needed to sell a
magazine product that our sales reps could
leave with their clients.
Total Cost: $380/250

We held a sales meeting outlining
expectations for our 6 edition
launch in 2020
We did not want them to have
misconceptions of what we expected of
them so we created this outlined sheet for
them to reference.

We pushed the 6 edition contracts not only
to benefit management in knowing what we
had booked for each upcoming publication,
but the fact that it was a benefit for the sales
staff to not always be reselling the
magazine. (They would know in advance if
they were going to hit their individual
quotas).

We created a sales initiative contract
bonus plan
On the left hand column is the bonus that a sales
rep would receive if they sold 1-2 contracts.

On the right hand column is the bonus they would
receive if they sold 3+ contracts. (Big increase, but
well worth it in the end with signed contracts)
We have 25 signed contracts
Revenue: $73,440/yr.
We are guaranteed this revenue to start each
publication for a year.
We noticed that the contracts were sold to clients
that were already dedicated magazine advertisers
(great way to start), but we wanted to go after
new clients as well.
We are having another contract bonus plan just
for new clients (have not advertised in our
magazine for 1 year) starting with our March
publication. With this sale initiative we plan to
increase our publication starting revenue.

Sales Material
included in the folder
A timeline for each
publication for the year.
A flyer introducing the
two new editions.
The new 6 edition
agreement contract to be
signed by the client. (The
new agreement is also
used as the ad ticket.
When the sales rep gets
the signed contract they
send it to our business
office where she gives an
ad number for each run
and then returns it to the
sales rep).
A vendor location map.
A previous edition of our
IPA magazine

Recommendations
Really push your sales team to sell
yearly contracts. It is a win for everyone
– Client gets a great discount; Sales Rep
gets guaranteed revenue; Company gets
guaranteed starting revenue for each
issue.
After contracts are sold don’t let the
sales team forget about the seasonal
advertisers to fill in the revenue.
Start your sales push for the new year
early. With the holidays that January
edition deadline sneaks up.

With the contract sell you don’t have to
worry about the client that tells you at
the end of the year that they don’t have
any advertising dollars left in their
budget – ads already signed up and
paid.

